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Product Update: Version 4.4 Software for S2 NetBox, 
S2 Enterprise

The new Access History Report seamlessly searches recent 
history as well as archives as far back as you like. New report 
definition capabilities, column sorting methods, and format-
ting options make it easier to manage and share forensic data.

Real time event logs now include predefined filters that 
augment user-selected dynamic text filtering to speed and 
enhance surveillance and system management.

Temporary Credential Handling 

Managing temporary credentials, such as when a person  
misplaces or forgets a badge, can become a huge and  
unexpected burden.  Version 4.4  streamlines workflow for  
temporary credential issuance and recovery, letting you issue  
a temporary credential in fewer than 20 seconds. 

Designed to minimize operator time, the S2 NetBox temporary 
credential workflow automates functions such as disabling 
forgotten credentials, setting expiration dates for temporaries,  
recovering temporaries, and reenabling credentials once they are 
located.  The system administrator establishes a set of policies 
that drive the workflow automation — NetBox does the rest.

S2 NetBox Version 4.4 includes workflow enhancements and 
new features that help you work faster and smarter. Responding 
to customer requests, the integrated report facility — now more 
than twice as fast — supports scheduling, automatic emailing, 
PDF reports, and much more. S2 NetBox just keeps getting better.

Some of the new features and enhancements include:

�� Automated report scheduling, emailing and archive access 

�� Issue and collect temporary credentials in fewer than 
 20 seconds

�� Missing credentials workflow 

�� Built-in activity, user-selected log filters

�� Real time photo ID display widget

�� Enhanced API event integration for third party developers

Reports: Faster and More Automated 

Version 4.4 introduces new capabilities that transform the entire 
report generation process. Custom History and People Reports 
can now be scheduled, generated as PDF or CSV, and emailed 
automatically to intended recipients.  Through date range selec-
tion, archives are automatically searched when reports are run.

The new Email Distributions Group feature lets you build  
custom email lists to automate distribution of reports. 

It just keeps getting better...

The new report facility generates PDF, HTML or CSV format data, and 
supports scheduling and automatic email delivery of the results.

http://s2sys.com/
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Feature Highlights for S2 NetBox Version 4.4

Admin 
Functions

Missing Credential Handling
New workflow for issuing, extending, and returning temporary credentials has been added to the person record. Create a 
Temporary Credential policy and create Temporary Credentials Audit report. 

Reporting
�� Custom History and People reports:  schedule to run automatically at a daily scheduled time, send automatically to 

selected email distribution lists each time they are run. 

�� Custom report output formats: available as HTML, PDF, or CSV.

�� Custom report repository: view a repository of report runs for the selected report definition.  

�� Improved Access History reports: searches the database and archive files for matching access requests. 

�� Improved General Event History report and Column sorting that includes ascending and descending order function

Person Search by Credential Scan
Credential Scan button allows users to scan a person’s credential to find the person record.

Email Distribution Groups, Email Server Authentication 
Create Email Distribution Groups by searching person records for matching specific criteria.  Specify that Network Controller 
email server requires authentication, and enter an SMTP login password.

Monitoring 
Functions

Photo Display Widget for a Widget Desktop layout
An option to replace the default view (shows a history of recent access requests) with a view showing only the most 
recent request. The cardholder’s displayed ID photo is enlarged to make identification easier.

Portal Lock/Unlock,  Disable/Enable ands Portal Policies 

�� Lock or Unlocks a portal and removes it from the control of any scheduled unlock or lock action, double card read, or 
spec in effect. Lock and Unlock actions suspend any Lock Portal event action defined for the portal.

�� Disables a portal that is enabled; it locks the portal if it is unlocked and temporarily removes it from the system’s 
control. Enables a portal that is disabled; it unlocks the portal and returns it to the system’s control.

�� Select a threat level group in the new “Portal Policies”. 

Filtering Activity Log Entries by Category
Category filters are available in all Activity Log tabs and widgets and include Access Control, Alarms and Events, Threat 
Levels, System Administration, Devices, Network Nodes, Access Granted, and Access Denied. 

Display Additional Access Control Information in Activity Log 
“Access control messages identify credentials by” offers a dropdown list for “Hot Stamp,” “Encoded Number,” or 
“Company ID” for additional identity verification in Activity Log entries.

3rd Party  
Integration

Event Integration, Assa Abloy and DMP Intrusion Panel Improvements
�� NBAPI Updates: Third party systems now trigger events in the controller.  Subscribe and receive event notifications.

�� ASSA ABLOY Improvement: The default lockset profile is now editable.

�� DMP Intrusion Panel:  Now supports 200 plus panels with enhanced communications and greater responsiveness.

Version 4.4  supports S2 Global 1.1 and the S2 High Availability solution. This document describes only some of the new version’s 
capabilities. Specific details can be found in Version 4.4 Release Notes in the Support Section of  S2’s Website, www.s2sys.com.
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